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町には記憶があり名古屋でみた映画はコンピュータ技術活用の観点で見

直すことができ person to person, HTML to HTMLの情報処理のコンテン
ツを生む。知られた人の身近の人からの記憶のノートからのキーワード

検索は書籍、TV、HTMLの既成のコンテンツをインターネットにより手
元に引き寄せることができ自己の制作したものの redesign、情報処理に
よりシナリオにしていくことなどの新しい情報処理メディアを再考させ

る。町で見て当時の社会動向も記憶された映画の配役が現実の scenario 
hunting で新たに生きてくる現実の borderless society における事実把握
を名古屋市、中津川市（local act）を軸に論考した。 
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Information processing has power new media contents. As recollection movie 
and variety recognition we could opportunity to produce short-short story at 
home applied CG, MR, information visualization technique and slide show. 
Narrative and HTML to HTML communication has opened new person to 
person relation on the Internet and model outlook has structure of information 
feed back to make scenario. Content making for mobile guide and travel 
guidance is related to Zurich, Leipzig, Tallinn and Helsinki. Historical content 
is stimulated by Freud museum and house of Mannerheim with pamphlet and 
CD-ROM content. We recognize such kind of content need in local area, 
Nakatsugawa-SHI. Movie and new media content are evaluated and Logic by 
information processing and making scenario is estimated in critical systems 
thinking.  
 

 

1. Introduction 
Information processing is applied in new media at home and we could take apt content under 

our hand by searching at key word. Ubiquitous was said and interacting between information 
processing and psychological research has opportunity to do advanced subject like making 
new content at pointing out new fact. Selection of model to make scenario is held at narrative 
in local area and also movie related to narrative in recollection. Information processing on the 
Internet presents new frontier at home like searching name and place for purpose to know and 
benefit of link function to skip different area but opportunity to get new information. Self 
made HTML is made at home and by searching used keyword we could have relation to 
historical person, for instance Finnish Mannerheim said in Helsinki visited Kobe 1908. If we 
aim to search in real world to make content, we could construct from narrative with familiar 
information. Movie has long amusing and human history and one of motivation to go to town 
to see. At recollection view of movie watched in town we could promote new media 
short-short story with experienced computer technology like slide show, video on the Internet, 
MR(Mixed Reality) and CG（Computer Graphics. Considering this process we have 
opportunity to have scenario in Hollywood. Information processing is future and analysis here 
in this article. Subjects of information technology for purpose to make new content are 
recollected and recognized to communicate about information processing area at conferences. 
Subjects are noted recently as follows. Navigation Systems based on Emergence for 
Information Retrieval and Remote MR(Mixed Reality) work instruction systems sharing real 
objects in three coordinate systems at Groupware and Network service Work Shop 2009. 
 
2. Analysis, Town and Movie 
2.1 Nagoya 

We saw movie sometimes in city like Nagoya and could recollect memory of movie. 
Big castle is located in Nagoya and Nagoya is known as rich city from Tokugawa era as first 
family of three honorable houses of the Tokugawa managed.Sometimes I heard professor in 
European university (in Norway and Finland) said his daughter or son studied in Nagoya 
University and Finnish photographer said he did lecture about sauna building in Nagoya. 
Many universities are located in and around Nagoya and Aichi Institute of Technology has 
experienced to make movie, Title of movie is “Build new castle” directed by samurai as 
delayed time slip scenario and students majored in architecture built castle used cardboard 
collected in town like Seto known as china making 

Media and university is known at time recruiting announcer for television but sometimes 
woman said she was failed to enter broadcasting station. About this life event of recruiting job 
Japanese psychologists are researching about self efficacy. Which is apt Internet searching to 
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select name or word. Bandura at ICP(International Congress of Psychology) Montreal was 
impressive for psychologist from Lithuania ICP Stockholm 2000.Chiune Sugihara was 
Japanese diplomat in Lithuania and he was pupil in elementally school in 
Nakatsusga-SHI(Gifu prefecture) and Nagoya-Heiwa(Aichi prefecture) transferred. Railway 
is from Nagoya to Nakatsugawa called Chuo line. At memorial Isewan typhoon 50 years we 
recognized common experienced disaster as Aichi-Gifu typhoon road and influenced, 5098 
died. Also railway line from Nakatsugawa to Matsumoto(Nagano prefecture) is cultural zone 
and sport amusing place like climbing and skiing. Matsumoto is sending volunteers to help 
people in The Chernobyl Disaster in Ukraine. 

This article has one purpose to make guidebook for traveler from abroad. September 2009 I 
met six people in Nagano-Zenkoji)from Prague. They said about travel route in Japan as 
Narita, Hiroshima(Hakata),Kagoshima, and (Nagoya) Nagano by railway and to 
Tsumago(near Nakatsugawa-SHI). At searching by Isewan, Zenkoji and Tsumago we could 
find content on the Internet. So we have advanced purpose by analyzing why they decided to 
visit Zenkoji and Tsumago, also Hiroshima(Czech said the dome was built by Czech). 
Recollection, trust and reality are considered at tracing fact in the model systems. 
 
2-2 Recollection and information processing about movies in Nagoya 

Nagoya has variety amusing places but for me places to go are not many, we need strong 
drive to go amusing place or cultural zone. Isewan typhoon was memorized strongly common 
in Tokai area, Aichi, Gifu and Mie and memorial ceremony was held in Nagoya. Actress 
Ryoko Nakano born in Aichi-Tokoname experienced Isewan typhoon with father said her 
experienced. She was imagined at acting role in movie scenario written from Novel of Seiichi 
Morimura to memorize her father’s brave. 
Table1 may stimulates or understanding of the role of episodic factors in retrieval 
(1)Key word searching 

We could recognize person related to memory of movie. For making sure our memory we 
could do searching by title of movie on the Internet. It is another retrieval to understand 
relation between movie and time or place we saw movie and real memory recollected and as 
sounded by talking about movie. Information processing is possible to make showed another 
real scene by searching by putting keyword. For instance if we put in keyword into searching 
machine like Google as “Egypt, judo”, we find video of martial arts playing in Egypt. At real 
daily awareness about car driving someone could watch judo champion wearing sun glass on 
the way. So at information technique we could make short-short story as match virtually. For 
instance if we try to make “remote MR work instruction systems” we have opportunity to do 
match. 

 
Title 
director 

Time and 
place 

Computer 
technique 

Recollected 
sounded 

Slide to person 
at borderless 
mobile 

Terminator2 
James 
Cameron 

1991  
Imaike 

morphing Near Graz ”Arnold 
Schwarzenegger” 

Judo 
champion 

Red Cliff 2 
John Woo 

2009 
Mid-land 
square 

computer 
image 
processing 

“repute” by 
economist 

Shido 
Nakamura 

Manon 
(Lescaut) 
Yoichi Higashi  

1981 
near station 

not 
cognitive 

Face of Takizawa 
like colleague 

Brother 
Kitano 

Madadayo 
Akira 
Kurosawa 

1993 felt 
near sport 
club(TV) 

not 
cognitive 

Psychologist born 
in Okayama 

Casey Stengel 

 
Table1: Recollection of movie seen in Nagoya 

 
(2) Local act 

Computer technique is one of categories and at making Terminator computer technology was 
applied at frequently and became popular in morphing like Aterui making in Iwate university 
for Mizusawa-SHI(Appendix). Producer of Aterui said he was introduced his imagination to 
make image of Aterui by Michael Jackson / Black Or White (Dir. John David Landis). We 
could see short story about five minutes by video. Aterui was hero in northern part of the 
mainland of Japan and his heritage is in Japanese shrine. Effect of new computer technology 
provided recognition of history part with imagination by computerization. Information feed 
back was made by as movie about Aterui. At estimation of movie main actor brought strong 
impressive and small talking about actor Arnold Schwarzenegger was recalled in working 
place and at near his home town in Austria. Technology and movie has relation to appeal in 
public at Terminator production. 
(3) Searching computer technique 

Doing searching who was director or what part computer technique use we could understand 
good act was Japanese actor in Red Cliff2.At Red Cliff2 computer technique was not 
surprised impression, so searching was held using keyword, red cliff and computer technique. 
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High ranked home page guided Japanese actor directed by Chinese director. Japanese actor, 
Shido Nakamura said computer image processing was held his triple jumping really he didn’t 
do such jump but wire hung him high and image processing was held at editing. Computer 
technology is doing new epoch and one of topic about new movie on television is looked to 
introduce how used computer technique at this new movie making like 
TAITANIC(1997).Episode at making movie applied computer technique was talked by 
Japanese specialist in Sinjyuku working in USA including encounter famous director at his 
favorite restaurant. Movie makes information feed back at new impressive making method 
and talking at economic trend related to social change. For instance “repute” was said by 
Japanese economist Kiyoshi Imai .under situation continuous economic crisis 2009.Arousing 
memory about Nagoya post second war Kiyoshi Imai(born in Tokyo-Kiyosumi) 
talked no construction only destructed by bombing  in his lecture compared the two 
situations of economic situation and investment to stock market. We sometimes have 
opportunity to hear direct lecture but almost information comes from newspaper, television 
and radio. Imai said problem at capturing news sources like reporter group unit around 
politics and economic matter. Television and newspaper has delayed information feed back 
and showed different estimation about news value. Interacting existed at emotional level and 
recalling about experienced in Nagoya stimulated by news or movie watching. If we aim to 
make digital content we never ignore this psychological factor.  

 
2-3 Sounded and Associated  

Computer technique is hindered at movie making in Red Cliff2. During searching we could 
understand Japanese actor Shido Nakamura selected in Chinese movie and his grand father 
had favorite Haiku and Shido was name of Haiku pen name of grand father. Searching well on 
the Internet we understand real human relation to family or episode. “Madadayo” is accepted 
how live in aging  society as active senior. Time when to see aging matter some had 
imagination by the movie to be active like baseball director Stengel and today we could make 
confirmation about Stengel at name searching content. Movie is considered as recollection by 
view information processing, virtual reality short-short story, in real world talking associated 
to situation like world economic crisis. And famous man and woman are easily searched by 
searching engine on the Internet. Associated memory is also working on the Internet. As 
information source personal computer could provide high efficiency media circumstance and 
we could watch small video on our personal computer at home. Sometimes we could see our 
prime minister’s speech in USA provided by The Wall Street Journal/personal finance video 
and also news in foreign country like Beijing explosion. 
(1) Role of solution 

About economic trend broadcasted by Internet will advance more at technical item, but we 
may hope to communicate at individual view and consult or help each other. For such new 
coming situation we should make scenario referred to rich database. Recent financial panic is 
analyzed as “Critical path at interface from systems black box not recognized as heuristic but 
ubiquitous model" aimed to be solved problem of damage at computer moving to make victim. 
But satisfied solution is seemed difficult because of shutting out communication between 
customer of securities-company and criminal as peripheral of executed organization. Table1 
shows rather old movies not heard as digital making image in movie. “Manon” was 
memorized by face of Takizawa (Masahiko Tugawa acted) as similar face of my colleague, 
labor at computer facility management. The time was 1977-1987. News from Europe was 
impressive. We could imagine to make short-short story in present working place securities 
company is located and put in one scene associated with different scene from samurai movie, 
but synchronized present as strong appeal of charge. 
(2) HTML content replaced to scenario for real working place 

Several computer companies were located in Minato-KU in Tokyo as Oki Electric Industry 
Co., Ltd, NCR Japan Ltd. and IBM Japan, Ltd. in 1970 – 2000. And we could notice two 
moving to Chuo-KU in Tokyo. The other side venture capitals have office in new high 
building at Roppongi in Minato-KU and securities scandal had occurred. Information 
technology has transferred from big computer facility management with software management 
and technical service to mini size and highly efficiency software to promote man-man 
communication network systems in office. But nature of Internet had brought borderless 
society to make top manager in uncertain world. Collaboration is said in community and 
decision making is met at real time assessment to make clear which decision is right or wrong. 
People have opportunity to send message toward borderless society. Swedish Johan Fornas 
wrote “Borders and transgressions are mutually dependent on each other” in “digital 
borderlands”(2002 Peter Lang Publishing, Inc.,). I’m making episode and scene in 
computer-company April 1969-March 2002 as HTML, so called Kandabridge.html 
(Appendix) our old working place was located and it was recognized well searching in France 
2005 summer in Lyon. If we imagine actor or actress scenario based Kandabridge.html we 
could find apt role from movie seen already, for instance virtually actor Masahiko Tsugawa 
gave imagination of working style at computer facility in Chuoku-Shinkawa, so we could 
have recognition about “Takizawa” in movie “Manon”. About scene of working in Kanda, 
Minatoku-Akasaka and Roppongi there are many eating places. It is problem and securities 
crisis in 2007-2009 by securities-company operation should be considered by view of labor 
circumstance like Shinkawa closed to Nihonbashi and-Kabuto-CHO classic securities trade 
place and movie culture was in around Nihonbashi like frequent visiting restaurant Kajiro 
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Yamamoto(film director,1902-1974) came in comparison to American first food shop 
imagined in Chuoku-Shinkawa.(like Pulp Fiction played 1994).Some death narrative is 
happened about “Takizawa” died in movie but he is alive in real world acting in working place 
as vital guy without compromise and cheerful middle age. Feed back loop is prepared for 
people in borderless society at recognition about business town Otemachi to Shinkawa 
information technology company removed or remained from 1960’. 

Nippon Steel Corporation built new building for its systems and software business in 
Chuoku-Shinkawa. We could understand its location and circumstance on the Internet. Present 
on the Internet scenario searching is rather feeling of espionage. To know working situation 
like e-mail and telephone only communication, so we couldn’t see face of employee at serious 
crisis happened in securities company operation. Information technology matter has crisis if 
nobody said claim about wrong result in systems, nobody know systems becoming worse. So 
case of memory recollection brings link fact and there is probability as synchronized to 
someone and some part as do redesign at HTML about record of computer-company Adding 
HTML content we recognize computer technology from information visualization. “Mapping 
Information onto 3D Virtual Worlds” research in Sophia Antipolis, France was held to focus 
on the process of automatically mapping data values onto graphical parameters, in order to 
construct 3D virtual worlds that convey network data for network monitoring and 
management. Also we need urban informatics at helpful information route providing. 
(3) Slideshow 

Another recollect memory is caused by movie at talking about city someone born or 
educated. “Madadayo” was talked with psychologist born in Okayama where novelist was 
born acted mainly in movie and brought renewal thought about Okayama and the novelist. So 
place like city and town is important factor related to movie. I thought this pointing is 
important factor to write scenario as Kim Novak said “Kansas City” in Alfred Hitchcock 
movie, “Vertigo”.. Here is new technique not video but enjoy movie star at slide show of 
many stars on the Internet Movie watching is movie to one audience communication in theater. 
Today we could recognize at benefit of information processing, already said searching 
machine favorite.First computer technique is here as photos presentation called slide show. It 
is enough amusing, for instance Kim Novak slide show (Appendix). At psychological view in 
contrast, recollection is assumed to reflect a search process that supports both recognition and 
recall performance, whereby elaborative information or inter item information (i.e., 
information relating the event to its context or to other events) is retrieved. 
 
 (4) Language zone and running commentary 

We could find English content from Spanish language zone like Mexico but there is obstacle 

to communicate as discovering bad Kanji inserted to professor article. So we should promote 
good content making to open communication for trust each other. Internet is occupied by 
English content but there are Spanish, Russian, Chinese and other language contents. 

Radio had power of new media, especially at sport area and we notice case of running 
commentary as Kohei Murakoso jagging about his running in Berlin Olympic Games 1936 
noticed at memorial of Olympic in Helsinki. We could have common memory about Kohei 
Murakoso by his all running photos in the memorial. As rare communication .case we should 
know communication between Argentina and Japan. Sometimes newspaper reports about 
soccer in Argentina with photo of Diego Armando Maradona. But via who’s who information 
on the Internet I sent e-mail to Argentina, almost e-mail was returned. I remember boxing 
fighting of Yoshio Shirai against Pascual Nicolás Pérez (March 4, 1926 – January 22, 1977). 
Pérez was an Argentine flyweight boxer. I thought making content about boxing fighting to 
make Argentina have interesting about Japan. Content at boxing from Nagoya, are released 
from boxier like Satoshi Iida(Official site) and Yasuei Yakushiji. As stimulation to 
communicate and make awareness sport content like boxing is thought would be miracle tool 
to open new communication route between different language zones like Argentina. Boxier 
Satoshi Iida has foreign language homepage at his official content. In spite of Spanish we 
could notice searching name and real person as video sending on the Internet. Such kind of 
Internet media has power to send rather emergency message globally. I found message from 
India psychologist (woman) in English and have opportunity to communicate again. 
 
 2-4 person to person relation by natural arousing memory 
In Japan, local act and historical or professional contribution 

Model of movie was Hyakken Uchida (1889–1971).born in Okayama and in Okayama 
memorial of Tuyoshi Inukai (1855-1932, prime minister, died in terrorism) was located. The 
guide in his memorial said playing his speech in content of cassette, “This voice showed 
clearly the reason of his assassination”. The movie “Madadayo” had meaning of senior 
problem and vivid baseball director was in USA recollected. Searching is possible about 
Stengel and we could understand human activity at aging but real active person, imagined 
Casey Stengel at seeing television broadcasted baseball game directed Shigeo Nagashima and 
recently September 2009 prelease of special program on television reality about baseball 
players Sadaharu Oho and Shigeo Nagashima at ON 50 years memorial was cognitive. 
Formerly Akira Kurosawa(1910-1998) produced movies at scenario of novels written by 
Shugoro Yamamoto（1903-1967） .Shugoro Yamamoto was said by his follower 
Mitsugu Saotome(1926-2008) "Yamamoto watched in theater movie showing his 
novel as script about responses from audience”. His one of drama on TV was “The Fir 
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Trees Remain" was impressive at introduction image and narration. Reviewing my memory I 
thought the place I saw the beginning of drama on television was Nakano-Tokyo. 
 
3. Content searched for mobile and need to make guide 
3-1 Impressive estimation about personal making content 

When we plan to travel abroad we search traveling guide at bookstore and library. Internet 
also provides travel information by personal content. For instance.2000 woman prepared 
traveling guide for world around. It was useful to know place, for instance traveling to 
Luxemburg and the homepage was presented as yet. So it was good guidance for me. And 
another Japanese woman living in Sweden as researcher was announcing from clean 
homepage about Sweden with life wisdom. 2001 about New York Japanese woman in New 
York was sending message from her home page and it was said by new paper as high clicking 
home page about information and trend of New York at that time after 11 September.In 
considering in literature we may check about place information before travel and in public 
there is library stocked book written by Goethe about Italy traveling and Andersen about 
Granada and other place in Europe. We could enjoy same emotion compared with Goethe as 
drinking water description and walking in Granada as Andersen. There is no information 
directly but in conference abroad we could have friend and friend sent information about 
Prague as red, yellow and blue subway line. Tourist has very rich information in Helsinki and 
kind guidance by personnel in information center. But personal information will introduce 
impressive house like president experienced Mannerheim and Finnish architect lived in 
America. Also we could read about “Alvar Aalto-Ex Intimo Alvar Aalto through the Eyes of 
Family, Friends & Colleagues” by Louna Lahti in book. 

We could estimate personal home page has attractive quotation and effectiveness strongly. 
For making digital content we could select pamphlet and digital content given from abroad. 
For instance I received 2002 calendar from Barcelona, 2003 pamphlet of Freud museum in 
Wien and 2006 CD-ROM of Mannerheim at his house.At this production for interacting 
between two countries we encounter difficulty at searching detail fact and we should survey 
and call help information in real society. Mannerheim was said visited Kobe 1908 but today 
no narrative is in Kobe to search about Mannerheim visiting. He was said he used Finnish 
passport but Finland belonged to Russia. There was Japan-Russia War 1904-1905. I made 
homepage but perfect content has not performed as yet. 
http://homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/trace.html 

To receive information about Mannerheim or Barcelona and attitude to Japanese from 
Finnish or Spanish we should make new content about Japan and home town, 
Nakatsugawa-SHI, also near around big city like Nagoya related to something as new..  

3-2 Need to make content at felt emotion in town  
Foreign city gave apt pamphlet to make new in Nakatsugawa-Gifu. I thought 

Nakatsugawa-SHI should be guided in English pamphlet at attractive common based with 
foreign city. Considering location of Nakatsugawa-SHI lined Chuo line to Nagoya(up) and 
Matsumoto(down). Nagoya has old castle and Matsumoto has castle too. I thought what is 
impressive in Nakatsugawa-SHI, viewing pamphlets collected abroad 2000-2007 traveling 
Town showed its changeable situation at my traveling time, for instance 2003 and 2006 in 
Zurich I felt serious promotion to invite traveler, watching at station square, sawdust as soft 
ground was prepared for soccer games. It was hint to promote new sightseeing attraction in 
Japanese local area. This type of game was seen in Salzburg like beach volley ball on ground 
at hot day, on out season of music festival. In Gifu, village and town was said in rising new 
activity by information technology and music concert was held along Nagara river. I felt good 
content and music sound in Leipzig 2000 and saw house of Bach. Also in Halle there is house 
of Georg Friedrich Händel. House is important to invite tourist. We have opportunity to catch 
information about making content of foreign countries. In Nagoya we could select at free time 
to study about foreign country like Brazil some percent of Brazilian living in Nagoya and 
around city. Also we could learn about Germany and Russia by professor majored in German 
and Russian culture and historical matter between two countries in university opened to public. 
But in e-mail communication we couldn’t communicate people in South America like 
Argentina. I’m trying to communicate professional on the university Internet, but e-mail sent 
by me were returned to me not once and twice. So called on borderland we need apt content as 
help function. 
 
4. Person related to Nakatsugawa and content trust 
4.1 Possibility to collect new information 
(1)Kinmasa Katsuno 

We could discover person living or working as cultural activity in Nakatsugawa-SHI and 
near place. A little information from narrative, record and cultural product could produce new 
content about them and human relation each other. Sometimes I made HTML content and read 
books. On the way of Kiso-JI to search road of Mito samurai, direct encounter was possible to 
talk with Kinmasa Katsuno and after his death his daughter said again his word  “Social 
systems like Soviet Union was injuring human living should be destructed future". Kinmasa 
Katsuno was international communist in Paris and went to Soviet Union.  

His life was traced and memory index of communist constitution as injured humanity. 
Searching is easy about him present and HTML shows he was eminent. Family of Kinmasa 
Katsuno prepares his history and their photos (Appendix). Also Kinmasa Katsuno HTML His 
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100 years old birthday in Waseda University is presented in Japanese. 
 
name Memorial Content Media Narrative 
Kinmasa 
Katsuno 
1901-1984 

Symposium 
2001 in Waseda 
University 

Book written 
by himself 
from 1934 

Newspaper 
article at honor 
redemption 

New information  
about Sorge 

Chiune Sugihara 
1900-1986 

At town of 
Yaotsu 
 

Book by 
Hillet Levine 
1998 

HTML Pupil studied in 
Nakatsugawa 

Sadayatsuko 
1871-1946 

House in 
Nagoya 

Tanka poetry TV1985, HTML Temple built in 
Gifu-Unuma 

Gengi 
Kadokawa 
1917-1975 

Haiku Book selected 
haiku,  
 

HTML Haiku in local 
area Kiso 

 
Table2: Person and narrative with HTML 

 
About Kinmasa Katsuno I could select in my HTML contents by keyword like his name and 

my name. Internet information feed back brings network relation via HTML at least 
four.(Appendix). Four HTML are not concentrated to only Kinmasa Katsuno, but it was 
difficult problem to write about his honor redemption delayed, if we thought about 
complicated political and business human relation. In my personal homepage we could 
understand human relation with Katsuno family and president in Nihon Univac 1979 (former 
name of company closed relation already 2006 as capital investment from US Unisys) 
Kinmasa Katsuno was person in left wing and after second war he was living in home town 
along old road Kiso-JI, Nakasendo in Nagano prefecture. On the Internet to guide Kinmasa 
Katsuno to Foreign countries like Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Poland and France, we should 
make English HTML at least and selecting what type of content media is apt for information 
sending is important. At ceremony of his 100 years birth in Waseda University Kinmasa 
Katsuno was introduced as person claimed or charged no humanity in constitution in Soviet 
Union and had ability to work alive with superior labor skill..Also in description by Gordon 
William Prange that Sorge was written and person(Seirin Ishido 2001 died) related to Katsuno 
and wrote history of Japanese politics was referred to “Target Tokyo, The Story of the Sorge 
Spy Ring” by Gordon William Prange. There is movie about Sorge, so Kinmasa Katsuno has 
related to movie world as main or sub person in another movie considering real fact at that 

historical phase future. There was no information excluding his books when he was living but 
today we find HTML by searching name in English. When I wrote article “Critical path at 
interface from systems black box not recognized as heuristic but ubiquitous model" I read 
book of Gordon William Prange and understood his human relation heard at second time 
meeting at Katsuno’s home. He studied French language and went to France, so researching 
his activity should be focused about time in Paris future. 
(2)Chiune Sugihara 

We could see Schindler's List(director Steven Allan Spielberg ,in Japan 1994) and 
Chiune Sugihara was recalled. At reading and bumped fact old  but as new discovering, 
Chiune Sugihara was recognized he was pupil in elementally school in Nakatsugawa-SHI 
1907 when he was 7 years old and he was transferred to Heiwa elementally school in Nagoya. 
We could know this fact from book written by American Hillel Levine(Appendix). By 
searching Chiune Sugihara we could know many HTML content in English. In Japanese 
content I discovered record about his elementally school when he was pupil in Nakatsugawa 
1907, description was written by young teacher in the elementally school and he wrote 
surprising indication by Emperor about policy in education toward new direction, So guessing 
is happed Chiune Sugihara never forgot education in Nakatsugawa-SHI, may. As my view 
from living emotion in same Gifu prefecture or near place to Katsuno’s house(in Nagano 
closed to Gifu) I aim to make content by insight why they wanted to study foreign language in 
Tokyo, Sugihara studied Russian and Katsuno studied French before 1920. As developmental 
analysis I could remember man from Lithuania to Chiba-Kisarazu in Japan for conference on 
computer and education, and woman in Stockholm ICP2000 said about American 
psychologist, ”Bandura! in Montreal 1996”. Researching should be begun about new viewing 
on development and education in Nagano, Gifu and Aichi prefecture in Japan. This analysis 
development and language learning brings us to psychological view in comparison in 
conference. 
(3)Cultural estimation at Gengi and Sadayatsuko 

I could hear about episode about Sadayatsuko and knew her tanka poetry at her house in 
Nagoya. Also I read book of selection of Gengi’s haiku. We need polite understanding ability 
about tanka poetry and haiku. And also we have international view about meaning of cultural 
content like proverb. In Poland proverb is analyzed as key stone of society trend analysis. 
Cultural viewing and appeal to international content how can we analyze tanka poetry of 
Sadaytsuko and Haiku of Gengi Kadokawa. It is first research item to make new content on 
the Internet. Episodic retrieval and associative memory is stimulated by word in haiku or 
waka as Japanese traditional culture. At this stance we use searching name and key word like 
haiku and could find foreigner favorite in haiku on the Internet. Time lag and duration exists 
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to recognize the time passed from I met Kinmasa Katsuno, hearing about Sadayatsuko, 
reading about Chiune Sugihara and recognition of Gengi’s haiku and new content making 
about them is seemed important in local area Nakatsugawa-SHI.  

Sadayatsuko’s history today mainly focuses on dam constriction related to environment 
problem, because her has human relation o Momosuke Fukuzawa built first dam at The Kiso 
River streaming from Nagano, Gifu, Aichi and Mie prefecture, total 227 km 
long..Sadayatsuko had built memorial architecture in Gifu and Aichi. Sadayatsuko’s 
information and content is stocked as Internet and media content, but this article aim to make 
content and scenario at local act. At narrative human relation has recognized at Kinmasa 
Katsuno and Sadayatsuko. Considering Gengi Kadokawa, we should evaluate his haiku read 
in Kiso(old naming about local area) .So many information is there as Internet content too. 
First working for me is redesign about my HTML content searched by name of Kinmasa 
Katsuno, Chiune Sugihara, Sadayatsuko and Gengi Kadokawa. Fresh and impressive content 
should be redesigned as apt content in view of development psychology like why two men 
(Kinmasa Katsuno and Chiune Sugihara) did international activity. 
 
4-2 Gender and psychological factor in social development 
 
researcher Key word Information 

source 
Digital 
content 

Media 
Person related 

Kazuyo Suzuki 
in Indonesia 

Identification R.E.Rubin 
wrote 
Uncertain2002 
APCHI2000 

Univ. HTML 
 

TV 
Newspaper 
Suharuto 

Danguolė 
Beresnevičienė 
Lithuania 

Self efficacy 
(Bandura1996) 
2000 

USA-Japan 
Interact2006 
(Hideko Itoh) 

Book, 
article 
in Hiroshima 

Movie 
Chiune 
Sugihara 

Kati Heinonen 
Finland 

Self esteem 
Prediction(systems 
thinking 1971) 

publishing  at 
education area 

Mannerheim 
CD-ROM 

Radio Epoch 
photo of Kohei 
Murakoso 

Elfriede Ederer 
Austria 

Younger child Roswith Roth, 
to Hiroshima 
Univ. 

Doc. File 
(drawing in) 
 

Yukio Mishima 
psychological 
gender studies 

 
Table3: Psychological factor and woman research 

 
Content reviewed at new media age 
We could understand present psychological term in table3. At interacting we could find 

psychological term in movie and other media, for instance I noticed term of trauma at guide 
about Danish movie in Yokohama-Aoba 2000 and recognize by Danish book 2009.. 

We could receive content as PDF file from Argentina researcher(man) in Stockholm on 
education and computer 1999, at word doc. File about childhood and development from Graz 
2000 and Power point file about social emotion program from Jyvaskyla 2003,After searching 
from Who’s Who on the Internet of ICP Berlin, Power point file of cultural content like 
proverb and social trend is on the Internet from Poland We, Japanese, could search and 
receive content from Europe in English. 
Japanese woman psychologists are researching about identification in foreign countries and 
studied about Albert Bandura working in media center in Japan. Two researchers said name of 
American psychologist Albert Bandura, and in Japanese university self efficacy is researching 
at recruiting. European research is related to Japanese trend. Self-Esteem (Kati Heinonen, 
Helsinki) and Childhood and Learning (Elfriede Ederer, Graz) were herd in Europe early. I 
make table 3 at viewing of ubiquitous borderland. They are selected at contents like article, 
digital content for conference presentation. Key word stimulus my memory and I recollect 
several things as follow. Indonesia: Old articles as printed researched about Indonesia and 
guidance in Amsterdam by presenter in Netherlands to national museum in Leiden. At the 
museum I saw exhibition of Indonesia. 
Finland: Japanese sometimes publishes about education problem and report about education 
in Finland. We could find book of education in Finland in bookstore. Also Finnish movie is 
possible to see but we should understand Finnish evaluation about real commentary on radio 
of Kouhei Murakoso running in Berlin Olympic Game 1936. Exhibition in Helsinki sport 
museum presents its event as media epoch. In researching sport as view from memory and 
emotion Japanese wrote about Kohei Murakoso. This matter is presented in Helsinki will have 
meaning of Japanese self esteem. In Japanese town we recognize memory of running style. In 
Helsinki house of Mannerheim is located and guide game CD-ROM of Mannerheim. 
Mannerheim was said 1908 he was traveling in Asia and visited Kobe ten days. Here is need 
to search his staying in Kobe 1908 for content. I went to Kobe and found old photos of Kobe 
harbor in library. New discovering would be talked about Mannerheim as route to Kobe and 
staying hotel, also whom he met. 
Greece-Graz, Austria: As recollection and recognition Greece is important role to 
understand real world and Japanese education. Greece is memorized country in Japan and 
important philosophy and history were studied in Japanese university. 26th International 
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Congress of Applied Psychology was held in Athens 2006 and I met three elder students in 
university majored in psychology and are working as professor in university present. I could 
review about Japanese education taught in university. One of old students in psychology class 
visited Albert Bandura and was researching media like time measure to camera catch 
announcer or player for comparing skill of experimented professional camera working. In 
Athens conference I presented poster considered memory of amusing factor in Japanese town. 
I was learning German in Graz. Austria 2003 summer and went to Greece restraint. Greece is 
also important as geographic position near to Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Egypt. Language problem 
exists Internet is mainly provides English content and I and many Japanese couldn’t read 
other language. But including Spanish, Chinese, French, and German language in world is 
important to understand without translation. Viewing gender we could find women researcher 
from German about environment related to river environment and water from Germany. As 
considering.table3 I thought about Sadayatsuko how woman thought about her life 
recollecting at places she was. 
 
5. Conclusion 
1. We could promote new short-short story on the Internet like action match. Scenario is 

prepared at recollected real commentary like Yosho Shirai vs. Peres 1957 
2. For presentation about social trend like analysis of economic crisis 2007-2009 and throw 

ball to borderless society to be understand  we could make content of power point slide 
show to document record as exciting document daily working on the Internet. 

3. Information feed back about movie like Akira Kurosawa(1910-1998)  brings new 
psychological knowledge for promotion movie, such as local culture and senior problem 

4. Narrative construction is important to make new Internet content like html and scenario 
for TV drama and movie 

5. As local area this article selects Nakatsugawa-SHI related strongly to Nagaya-SHI and 
lined by railway to Matsumoto-SHI. Urban informatics is considered to make new 
relation at three city interacting. 

6. We should have opportunity to communicate other country not written in this article and 
for good communication we should make content to estimate and understand problem 
existed in real society. 
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Appendix 
⑴HTML: Chiune Sugihara in English HTML American Hillel Levine wrote 
http://www.duplain.com/hillel_levine/ 
⑵First HTML about Mannerheim visiting Kobe 
http://homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/trace.html 
⑶Kinmasa Katsuno: Family sent 
:http://akikoina.hp.infoseek.co.jp/katsunoarubamu222.html  
in Waseda University :http://www.ff.iij4u.or.jp/~katote/katunos.html 
About Kinmasa Katsuno I could select in my HTML contents by keyword like his name and 
my name Internet information feed back brings network relation via （勝野金政 糸魚川） 
http://www1.u-netsurf.ne.jp/~itoigawa/R.html 
http://www1.u-netsurf.ne.jp/~itoigawa/YITOIGAWA0106.html 
（横浜市青葉区関係に）http://homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/CollaborationAoba.html 
http://homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/YITOIGAWA0106.html 
⑷Searched by Gengi Kadokawa Yukihiro Itoigawa and aimed to do redesign 
Sport and Community Gengi Kadokawa made poem in Nakatsugawa, it sounds as 
showing his naive sensing. homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/SP2003.html - 
CollaborationAOBA Gengi Kadokawa made poem in Nakatsugawa, it sounds as 
showing his naive sensing. homepage3.nifty.com/.../CollaborationAoba.html - 
Real world: Kadokawa http://homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/Commdev.html 
Redesign http://homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/Document.html 
http://www1.u-netsurf.ne.jp/~itoigawa/Yamaguchi.html 
⑸Sadayatsuko http://homepage3.nifty.com/VAN1GURD/YITOIGAWA0106.html 
Recollected Kenta Motomura Drawing 
http://homepage2.nifty.com/zoukeisya/page62.htm 
Norishige Chiba Aterui http://homepage3.nifty.com/araebisu/a/kodai/aterui/aterui2.htm 
Note: HTML in Japanese for redesign and scenario 
http://www1.u-netsurf.ne.jp/~itoigawa/Kandabridge.html 
Kim Novak two homepage: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001571/ slideshow 
http://www.jonathanrosenbaum.com/?p=7962  
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